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MMC Summary

• Long term projection of worsening skills shortage within the construction industry

• Brexit presenting further risks towards the construction workforce across the UK being 

migrant labour.

• Supporting the businesses in achieving its sustainability and carbon reduction 

agenda

• Homes England driver to introduce MMC through current partnering arrangements

• Contribute towards the desired New Homes outputs within Business plans

• Local Authorities drivers to embrace MMC through their Climate Emergency & 

housing delivery agenda’s

• Cited benefits for the MMC; increase outputs, reduce delivery timeframes, increased 

quality, increased EPC, reduced waste, less deliveries and disruption to surrounding 

communities.

• Standardisation of designs to achieve the desired business financial returns through 

an MMC appraisal approach



Mindset Change
From this

➢ Legacy perceptions of Modular 

➢ We can continue to deliver through 
traditional routes only

➢ LA planning hesitation

➢ Funding/charging issues

➢ Construction skills shortage

➢ Average 18% wastage on trad

➢ Carbon reduction targets

➢ Quality control isn’t important

➢ Defects ave 10 per plot

➢ Lack of warranty/guarantee

➢ Standard energy performance EPC C

To this
✓ Mindset change

✓ Deliver 3 trial sites (100 units)

✓ Agree a standard design principle

✓ LA support

✓ Securitisation - EUV/MVSTT

✓ Reduced labour reliance 

✓ 2%-6% wastage

✓ Low carbon build (env profiling)

✓ ISO 9001 accreditation (minimum)

✓ Defect ave 1.5 per plot

✓ NHBC/LABC support

✓ Enhanced energy performance EPC B+ 



Types of MMC



Types of MMC

• Volumetric construction

Three-dimensional units which are fully fitted out ‘Off Site’

• Pods

Used in conjunction with another construction method e.g bathroom

• Panelised systems

Panels of timber or steel fitted constructed with Structural insulated 
panel

• Sub-assemblies and components

Larger cassette components pre manufactured – Roofing/Floors 

• Site-based MMC.

Innovative methods of construction used on site e.g Thin joint blockwork



Factory production and quality 

control

Homes assembled in 

controlled conditions

Factories can produce around 3,500 

per year at peak. Quality 

checkpoints at every stage of the 

process to make sure homes conform 

to design and building control. 

Once the structure is finished, 

insulate and fitout:

• internal walls and floor coverings

• surface finishes

• plumbing and sanitary ware

• electrical circuits and sockets

• kitchen and bathroom units and 

fittings.



Paul St (Norvills Brown Field)

Bishops Cleeve
St Stephens Gloucester

St Aldates Gloucester 

Gloucestershire Delivery - Timber Frame and SIPS



Black Dog Way - Steel Frame and SIPS



Staverton - Timber Volumetric



Evaluated MMC products types from the MMC category definition 

Developed a model and evaluation tool to assess each product type on their individual 
merit:

➢ Form of construction – eg CLT, LGSF, SIPS 
Volumetric

➢ Lifecycle costs

➢ Turnkey option or supply only ➢ Warranties/Guarantees – NHBC, LABC, 
Checkmate

➢ Cost m2 ➢ Energy Performance

➢ Factory location – logistics ➢ Ability to charge EUV/MVSTT

➢ Track history ➢ Sustainability

➢ Financial stability ➢ Procurement (routes to market)

➢ Archetypes – Designs (NDSS) ➢ Innovation

➢ MMC vs Traditional Build specification ➢ Delivery Performance

MMC evaluation framework



Evaluation criterion

By creating an evaluation process, it allows the assessment metrics to be changed 
and updated to suit the business requirements and external environment.

As an example the assessment can been based on:

• Cost m2

• Sustainability

• EPC (minimum B)

• Lifecycle cost



MMC – Quality Assurance 

• BOPAS – Build offsite Property Assurance scheme

Provides confidence that the construction system is fit for 
purpose 

• NHBC – National House-Building Council

Assessed, reviewed and accepted nearly 50 MMC systems

• Checkmate

Warranty cover for modern methods of construction (MMC)

• LABC - Local Authority Building Control 

Warranty practice scheme for MMC



Homes England - What the fund will deliver

• Homes England commissioned its own research study into MMC 
launched May 2020

• At least 25% MMC in partners programmes for the new funding round.

• Housing secretary Robert Jenrick said he was making modern methods 
of construction (MMC) “central” to the government’s new affordable 
homes programme in order to deliver “better and more sustainable 
homes”. 

• The fund places significant focus and investment in increasing the 
uptake and development of MMC – this is crucial to tackle the 
productivity, skills and materials challenges faced by the housebuilding 
industry and to drive improvements in quality, safety and sustainability

• HE want to understand the delivery constraints to using MMC and are 
keen to hear from partners. 



Homes England



Future Considerations

• Registered Providers are delivering differing MMC on a piecemeal 
approach, should this be standardised?

• Could creating a Gloucestershire ‘Partnership’ approach benefit wider 
MMC delivery at scale?

• LA Planners & Homes England are crucial to support MMC delivery, how 
do we get MMC into Local plans?

• How can we better engage with members/ parish councillors etc.

• If MMC is only more cost efficient at scale, how do we get it on the larger 
strategic sites that are coming forward?

• Can we get MMC into the mainstream developments in the PLC 
housebuilder world, if so how?

• Will MMC only become mainstream if the ‘general public’ get on board?

• It tends to be the RP sector(s) that ‘try’ this stuff out, what’s the incentive 
for the PLC right now? 


